
 

AMS-S1 System Assembly Instructions 

 

Once you receive your shipment, carefully unpack its contents. 

The System is packaged into two boxes for its protection during shipment:  

1) The Above-Drum Assembly (pictured below) and, 
2) The In-Drum Assembly 

 

 

You received or will receive your tubing, nozzles, fittings and insecticide directly from Dead Fly 

Zone.  Your system was shipped directly from our manufacturer’s warehouse. 

The Above-Drum Assembly consists of the Control Box, Motor, Pump and associated fittings. 
These are bolted to an Aluminum mounting plate and are pre-wired. These will be mounted on 

the lid of the drum. 

The In-Drum Assembly consists of the float switch ball, 3/8" intake tube, intake filter, mounted in 

3/4" white PVC tubing. These will be mounted inside the drum.  



Assembly and Programming 

 

1) Before attaching the mounting plate to the drum lid, run the float switch string through the 
hole in lid.  The string is already running through the mounting plate.   

2) Place the Above-Drum Assembly on the drum lid so the pump intake fitting is directly 
over the 3/4" threaded hole (Fig. 1). Align the 4 holes in the mounting plate with the 4 
holes drilled in the lid. With the bolts, washers and nuts provided attach the mounting 
plate to the lid, and tighten. 

3) Carefully turn over the lid and tie the float ball to the string and make sure that the 
measurement from the lid to the end of the ball is approximately 25”.  You DO NOT want 

the ball to hit the bottom of the drum when the lid is in place and the reservoir is empty.  
Ideally, when the reservoir is empty, this float ball should hang about 6-8” from the 
bottom of the drum.  When the float ball is hanging straight down, it will pull the string 
tight which will flip a switch in your pump, turning off the pump until the reservoir is 
refilled.  Running the pump and motor with an empty reservoir will burn out both units and 
void your warranty. 

4) Place the In-Drum Assembly tubing through the 3/4" threaded hole (Fig. 1), then thread 
the pvc fitting into the hole (Fig. 1). Attach the supplied filter to the 3/8" tubing inside the 

reservoir.   

 

 

 

5) Turn the lid upright and place it on the drum so the In-Drum Assembly is inside the drum.  
Connect the 3/8" intake tubing to the intake on the pump, inserting it until clicks (Fig. 1).  



6) Connect the 12" long piece of 1/4" tubing to the needle valve and insert the opposite end 
into the hole in the drum (Fig. 2).   

7) Connect tubing that will go around your facility and connect to your spray nozzles to the 
1/4" output (Fig. 3).  Once you have all your tubing and nozzles in place, fill your reservoir 
about 50% with water only.  Turn your “Misting Time” knob to its highest setting and then 

press the “Mist Now” button.  Let the pressure build and adjust your PSI on your liquid 
filled pressure gauge to 190-195.  Adjust this pressure using the key seen in Fig. 4. 

8) Once you have confirmed all nozzles are spraying and your PSI is adequate, pour your 
insecticide into the reservoir and fill with water to roughly 6” from the top.  Use a broom 

handle to give it a quick stir.  Now replace lid and secure with lid ring. 

 

 

Programming The Timer 
 

1) First set the current time by turning the minute hand clockwise.  Do not set the time by 

rotating the outer dial. 

2) Your timer has trippers of 15 minute increments and an AM/PM indication on the outer 

dial. Push the trippers outward for the times you want the system to activate and spray.  

A good rule of thumb in livestock situations would be to spray every 2 hours for 

approximately 30 seconds per cycle, starting at dawn and ending at dusk or 7am to 7pm. 

3) Turn the “Misting Time” knob for the desired time you want each cycle to spray.  Again, 

30 seconds is a good starting point.   

4) Use the “Mist Now” button to spray extra times outside your designated programmed 

times or when you need to test nozzles and do not want to disrupt your timer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


